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LONDON VS MILAN

NEW FASHION DESIGNERS,

NEW APPROACH

ELLE COVER STARS

Fashion is no longer the glossy system characterised by kitsch 
luxuries, anorexic models, fashion victims, trendy concept 

stores and globalised brands.  Erinda Qyteza investigates
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COMMUNICATION PROJECT 

MEDIA KIT



OBJECTIVES

Develop an integrated communication campaign that targets 
a young female audience in the 20-45 year old range and pro-
motes the new NOMINATION collection.

Design a powerful integrated editorial campaign that posi-
tion NOMINATION in alignment with the target audience.

Implement brand awarness through strong synergy be-
tween MTV and the Paola & Chiara duo. 



HOW?

MTV wants to create an integrated marketing campaign for 
NOMINATION to be launched on its major online platforms. 
The partnership with Paola & Chiara will give the brand more 
reach, so it could hit the targets on budget and on time. 



THE IDEA

The core project will be found within the MTV’s online editorial 
section named NOMINATION. It will deliver highly engaging and 
curated copy and images of Paola & Chiara - immersing the au-
dience in the story behind the brand. 
NOMINATION will be the  exclusive partner of this project and 
its goal is to give as much impact and engagement to the 
audience as possible.



THE PROJECT

ONLINE Presence>> on MTVMUSIC.COM within the 
NOMINATION editorial section dedicated to 
Paola & Chiara.

TV Presence>> through strategic marketing campaigns 
and mini feature to be aired on the MTV channel.

CREAIVITY>> Display advertising in multiple sizes and 
styles..



MTVMUSIC.COM
THE ULTIMATE ONLINE MUSIC DESTINATION

MTV has been the number one music network in terms of 
revenue, ratings and market share since 1981. Offering live 
performances, music videos and exclusive interviews to 
the viewers. 

BUT NOW THE MUSIC HAS CHANGED...

MTV wants to promote its exclusive video and music 
lybrary to every personality around the world, creating 
virtual worlds that connect viewers wherever they happen 
to be. 



MTVMUSIC.COM

The core youth market wants to 
rent and stream programs for free 
over the internet, sharing content, 
music and albums with their friends.

Online music is 
self expression. 

Internet users spend most of 
their time online. 
MTV will boost 

traffic to its own sites 
offering live videos streaming

and online video clips.

MTV will share its unique space with NOMINATION  
motivating user participation and consumption.



MTVMUSIC.COM

The possibility to create your own playlist means:

CHOICE within the extensive online content library.

CUSTOMIZATION of multiple playlists within the large 
MTV online community. 

ASSURANCE of high-quality royalty-free content.



NOMINATION    ON 
                             MTVMUSIC.COM

MTV Music will promote Paola & Chiara’s editorial con-
tent within the NOMINATION section. 
During this promotional period, NOMINATION will deliver 
day to day videos of the singers.

MTVMUSIC.COM will also offer: 

Video preview of the single “Mille Luci”
Mobile Kit with wallpaper download 
Paola & Chiara music videos

They will wear some of the 
collections during the shooting.



DAY TO DAY VIDEO FORMAT

SHOPPING AT: a music store. The cameras will follow the sing-
ers inside the store trying different instruments and talking about 
their music history, the favorite artists as teenagers and the artists 
they currently admire. There will be a combination of interviews and 
b-rolls. 

VIDEO COMMENTS: the singers will comment their old music 
videos and performance.

VIP CHART: the singers will choose. their 10 best music tracks 
explaining the reason behind their choice.

THE WHOLE TRUTH: the users will be able to find out more about 
their favorite artists choosing the right questions to ask through viral 
interactions. Online calls will be also conducted to source the most 
common and appropriate questions to ask. 

DOUBLE INTERVIEW: one artist will ask the specific questions to 
the other one in a relaxed and informal environment. (Paola will inter-
view Chiara and the other way round). 

5 QUESTIONS: one artist will ask five unconfortable questions to the 
other one.

2 MINUTES: the artists will have two minutes to talk about their life 
and respond to the questions. 

NOMINATION    ON 
                             MTVMUSIC.COM



EDITORIAL SECTION AND FORMAT

Custom Space

Music Video Clips

Custom Space

Video player of the 
client’s 
online 
advertorial.

NOMINATION    ON 
                             MTVMUSIC.COM



MOBILE FORMAT

Interstitial 
3 seconds from the 

opening of the appli-
cation

clickable 
350*50 

footer in all 
app’s pages

promotional editorial 
mini website 
linked to the 

footer

* The mini website costs are  not included in  the total 
production ones. 
The value is directly related to its editorial content style and 
complexity.

NOMINATION    ON 
                             MTVMUSIC.COM



ONLINE MEDIA PLAN  FOR 
                                     TWO MONTHS

Imps for 2 months: 2,648,284
Digital spaces cost:    54,350
Production cost:    5,650
Total offer for 2 months:    60,000



ON AIR VISIBILITY

If NOMINATION doesn’t have a specific ad, the creative 
department at MTV will develop a 15’’ ad which will 
promote: 
• Paola&Chiara
• The competition to win their look*
• Special content

* “Paola and Chiara have chosen NOMINATION...Find 
out how to win their look!”

The ad will broadcast on MTV through X multichannel 

* The soundrack could be the new 
Paola & Chiara’s single: “Mille Luci”.



ON AIR PLANNING

The advert will run for 3 weeks on multiple 
platform modules to ensure transversality: 
MTV WORLD!

1 WEEK PERIOD MEDIA PLANNING



OVERVIEW AND ECONOMICS

Communication Period:     NOVEMBER - DECEMBER 2011
                                              JANUARY - FEBRUARY 2012

ON AIR Presence:               3 weeks of media planning
                                              858 transition 15”

DIGITAL Presence:              2 months of visibility
                                              Online editorial section with dedicated content
                                              Iphone’s App
                                              2,648,284 imps

General Offer for NOMINATION

145,000 gross



PRODUCTION COSTS

15” AD PRODUCTION                     FROM   5,000 TO   10,000
                                                                               

ONLINE PRODUCTION COSTS      Included in the offer

*The offer doesn’t include Paola & Chiara’s image usage 
rights cost.



PRESS RELEASE / DOM PERIGNON







VIDEO / PRODUCED / EDITED/ HOSTED

DEMO REEL_Behind The Seams
A fashion documentary series highlighting 

women in fashion design!

Style-It with Erinda_EPISODE 1
How to refresh the wardrobe for this fall!

Style-It with Erinda_EPISODE 2 
Experience required!

Style-It with Erinda_EPISODE 3 
Eco Fashion Week!

Click on the link to whatch the entire video!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mNWgcBV_xyA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EyyUkv13xTo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skDVOCIYYTI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6gUt_peUOI



VIDEO / PRODUCED / SHOT/ EDITED

Community Producers_Magazine 
Dress for Success Vancouver!

Click on the link to whatch the entire video!

Community_Connection 
Yogalosophy for inner strength!

Reflections & Projections 
The Documentary!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JhZ2nhVAJc0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xB0BHFjUfBk

https://vimeo.com/214225100


